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Rip Van Winkle and Sleeping Beauty both slept for years and years without waking. But not all 

of us get sleep like that at night. Some of us are more like the Princess and the Pea where every 

little thing keeps us up, and others just can’t stay asleep. Some of us wake up feeling more tired 

than when we went to bed. Some find our sleep disrupted by nightmares and things that go 

bump in the night. 

 

Typically, we’re told that good sleep habits – a bedtime ritual – is one of the best ways to make 

for a good night’s sleep. Usually, these habits include things like: 

 Go  to bed at the same time every night 

 Get up at the same time every morning 

 Limit TV and other bright lights 1-2 hours before bed 

 Take a nap if you’re tired, but don’t nap too long or too late 

 Get exercise during the day 

 Get sunlight during the day – take your sunglasses off once in a while 

 Sleep in a dark room 

 Sleep in a quiet room, or use a white noise generator 

 Sleep in a cooler room 

 Have a warm bath before bed 

 Limit caffeine, especially in the late afternoon and evening (it lasts for up to eight hours 

in your body) 

But what if your routine isn’t enough?  

While there are certainly things western medicine can do for sleep issues, there are also more 

holistic options to try as well. 

Please note that none of these suggestions should be taken as medical advice. If insomnia is an 

ongoing or severe issue, you should consult with a physician. Also consult with a physician or 

knowledgeable herbalist before combining herbs or oils and prescription medications. 

 

Herbs and Oils 

For adults, a cup of hot tea before bed can help. There are many herbs that are known for 

calming and relaxation that are good choices (see suggested herbs below). 

If tea isn’t your thing, you might consider essential oils.  

Safety Note: Essential oils are highly concentrated components of the plants they are made 

from – sometimes it takes 100 times more fresh herbs to make the essential oil than the 

amount of essential oil you end up with.  Because of this, it is generally best not to apply them 
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to the body without diluting them first, nor is it generally a good idea to consume them 

(regardless of what some multi-level marketing sales groups might tell you). 

One common way to use essentials is to put one or two drops of oil in a teaspoon of carrier oil 

(grapeseed, coconut, olive oil, or another vegetable oil of your choice), and then rub that mix 

onto the soles of the feet. Essentials can also be used in an oil warmer or diffuser – gently 

heating them releases the essential into the air, which you can then inhale over a longer period 

of time. 

Herbs and oils you might use include: 

 Basil/Lemon Balm mixture: relaxing 

 Catnip: calming 

 Chamomile: helps one fall asleep 

 Lavender: calming, restful 

 

Energy Work 

Almost any sort of energy work is likely to assist with sleep. Acupuncture can help release 

blockages that are keeping you from sleeping. Reiki is known for creating deep relaxation. 

Other types of more intuitive energy work can also help. 

Learning to do your own Reiki on yourself is a great idea – you can do Reiki every night before 

bed if you wish. It is also very common for Reiki practitioners to send Reiki to children who are 

anxious or restless to help them sleep (an almost nightly occurrence at our house). 

If you are interested in learning Reiki, please sign up for my Reiki list – information on in-person 

and online classes will go out through this list. http://eepurl.com/_fKWn  

 

Homeopathics 

Some people swear by homeopathics, and others think they are bunk. If they work for you, 

great. Typically, homeopathics use an unmeasurable amount of the item they are named after. 

They can be consumed or they can be put on the photo of a person who needs them (again, a 

type of energy work). 

Homeopathics you might try, depending on symptoms, include: 

 Bellis Per: good for waking up very early and not able to go back to sleep 

 Chamomilia: good for winding down before bedtime and for night time illnesses 

 Coffea Cruda: stops the whirling mind, good for relieving restlessness 

 Nux Vomica: good for waking up early and not able to go back to sleep 

http://eepurl.com/_fKWn
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Flower Essences 

Dr. Bach’s flower essences (along with an ever growing list of newly developed flower and 

gemstone essences) are somewhat like homeopathics, wherein the flower or gemstone is used 

to charge water, and then the water is mixed with alcohol or gylcerine to keep it from spoiling. 

The essences carry the energy of the flower or stone. Mimulus and aspen are my go-to choices 

for nightmares, because mimulus is for things you can name that you’re afraid of, and aspen is 

for things that you’re afraid of that you can’t name.  

Flower Essences you might find useful include: 

 Aspen: fear of the unknown 

 Mimulus: known named fears 

 White Chestnut: unwanted thoughts 

Want more info on Flower Essences? Join the Magical Moms Club – one of the resources 

included is a set of flash cards for each of the original 38 essences. 

http://www.janetcallahan.com/community-2  

 

Crystals 

Crystals can be worn on the body, placed on a nightstand, or placed in the room with you to 

help with sleep.  

One option is to make a crystal grid, where crystals are arranged in a pattern, to create an 

energy field. My preference is to make a grid to put under the bed, using clear quartz, 

amethyst, and blue lace agate. But there are other stones that may be more appropriate to 

your needs, and there’s a list in the appendix of other ideas. 

Typical grids have a focal stone in the center, with other stones around that center stone in 

patterns of six or eight.  

As mentioned above in the Flower Essences section, it’s possible to make gemstone essences 

too. If you’re interested in this, please do some research or contact me, because not all stones 

are safe. 

Stones you might try include: 

 Amethyst: good for things that you see that aren’t physical 

 Angelite: for bringing in angelic help 

 Blue Calcite: good for stress 

 Blue Chalcedony 

 Blue Lace Agate: gentle, calming, happy, cooling, communication. Good for stress. 

 Black Onyx: protective 

http://www.janetcallahan.com/community-2
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 Black Tourmaline: protective, also helps limit interference from electronic devices. 

 Celestite: for bringing in angelic help. Deeply restful 

 Howlite: helps calm an active mind 

 Kunzite: good for stress 

 Lapis Lazuli: deeply restful. 

 Lepidolite: good for keeping calm 

 Lithium Quartz: stronger than some stones, but still calming. Good for stress. 

 Phrenite: calming, best in the corner of a room 

 Rose Quartz:  

 

“Monster” Spray 

Some families choose to use a squirt bottle of water to scare away monsters, but this can be 

taken to a whole new level with various holistic methods. 

For your spray base, you will want distilled water and a hair-spray type bottle. It is better to use 

a smaller bottle (2-4 ounces) so that you will use up the spray quickly and can change formulas 

if you feel it’s not quite what you’d like; this also prevents anything in the bottle from spoiling.  

Start by filling your bottle about half full with the distilled water. 

For each essential oil, use 6 drops per ounce that the bottle holds. This may seem like a tiny 

amount, but this is the same dilution as mentioned above, and will keep the essential oil from 

destroying your bottle (most plastics are not compatible with essential oils). 

You may put crystals in the bottle, or you may add 10 drops of the gemstone essence per 

ounce. 

Add 10 drops of any flower essence per ounce. 

Instead of fresh or dried herbs, add 10-30 drops of an herb’s tincture. 30 drops is usually about 

1 ml, or a full dropper from the tincture bottle. 

Now fill the spray bottle the rest of the way with distilled water. Shake well (and remember to 

shake before each use). 

Finally, Reiki the bottle (or otherwise charge it according to your tradition). 

For kids, the psychological aspects of being empowered to remove things that scare them are a 

big boost to using a spray, but by using many holistic options, even if you (or the children) don’t 

believe in monsters, this spray can help you have a good night’s sleep. 

 

Dream Catchers 
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In some Native American traditions, dream catchers are used to keep bad dreams away. They 

were a gift from Grandmother Spider, and allow bad dreams to be caught in the web and 

burned up in the morning sunrise, while good dreams get through. 

If you are interested in making your own dream catcher, you can order a kit from me at 

http://www.janetcallahan.com/shopping/pagan-goods/dream-catchers 

Dream Pillows 

Typically, a dream pillow is a small pillow stuffed with polyfill and herbs. Any of the herbs 

mentioned earlier are good choices, but lavender is probably the most common.  

I’ve linked a number of tutorials on my pinterest board A Magical Night’s Sleep - 

http://www.pinterest.com/kadiera/a-magical-nights-sleep/ 

http://www.janetcallahan.com/shopping/pagan-goods/dream-catchers

